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Abstract

system containing both actions and positive reals as labels,
where the positive reals denote delays. They explain how
the CADP toolset [15], which is actually meant for functional verification of LOTOS specifications, can be used to
also carry out performance analysis with respect to interactive Markov chains. Although the approach of Garavel
and Hermanns is promising, it is difficult if not impossible
to apply full-blown performance analysis techniques in a
functional verification formalism like LOTOS.
In this paper we propose another approach to bridge the
gap between performance and functional analysis. Similar
to Garavel and Hermanns, we exploit the fact that specification languages for performance and functional analysis
tend to have a lot in common, so that a translation from one
specification language to the other is quite feasible. However, we propose to keep the performance and the functional
analysis separate, in environments targeted to these analyses. Thus we are in principle able to carry out full-blown
performance as well as functional analysis.
Our work is closest in spirit to TwoTowers [6], which is a
tool that combines performance and functional analysis. It
has a single input language, based on the stochastic process
algebra EMPA [5]. Performance analysis is based on simulation and reward Markov chains, while functional analysis
is performed by the symbolic model checker nuSMV [14].
[2] is a modelling language for the specification of
discrete-event, continuous or combined, so-called hybrid,
systems. It is based on the process algebra CSP [24], and
contains some predefined data types. It targets performance
analysis of timed systems by means of simulation techniques to estimate throughput and cycle time. A subset of
the language , restricted to specify only discrete-event systems, is called timed , or t . Currently there are no tools
available for using the language (they are being developed), but predecessors of the language and their simula-

In this paper we first give short overviews of the modelling languages timed ( t ) and CRL. Then we present
a general translation scheme to translate t specifications
to CRL specifications. As t targets performance analysis and CRL targets functional analysis of systems, this
translation scheme provides a way to perform both kinds of
analysis on a given t system model. Finally, we give an
example of a t system and show how the translation works
on a concrete case study.


















1 Introduction
Performance analysis is traditionally based on techniques such as simulation, Markov chains and queueing networks. By contrast, main approaches for verifying functional properties are model checking, where temporal formulas are validated by means of an explicit state space
search, and theorem proving, which is largely based on axiomatic reasoning at the symbolic level.
In two earlier papers, the specification language LOTOS [10] was used for performance analysis. LOTOS is a
process algebraic language with abstract data types, which
was originally designed for functional analysis. Hermanns
and Katoen [23] verified performance properties of a LOTOS specification of a telephone system; Garavel and Hermanns [19] introduced a general approach to carry out performance analysis within the framework of LOTOS. They
introduce timing information into a LOTOS specification,
expressing that certain events are delayable by some random delay, captured by an exponential distribution. From
this extended LOTOS specification they generate an interactive Markov chain, which is basically a labelled transition
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tors have been successfully applied to a large number of
industrial cases, such as an integrated circuit manufacturing
plant, a brewery and process industry plants, see e.g. [1].
CRL [17] is a modelling language for the specification
of discrete-event systems. It is based on the process algebra
ACP [4], extended with abstract data types [27]. It targets
functional analysis of distributed systems and communication protocols, by means of simulation, model checking and
theorem proving. The verification environment of CRL together with the model checker CADP, which can serve as a
back-end to CRL, have been used to analyse for instance
an in-flight data acquisition unit [18] and a distributed system for lifting trucks [22]. Moreover, a homegrown theorem
prover has been developed for CRL [16].
Recently, in [11] the t specification of a turntable [12]
was translated to three different specification formalisms:
U PPAAL, S PIN and CRL. While translating to CRL, it
was concluded, that t and CRL are quite closely related,
and the development started of a general translation scheme
from t to CRL. A general translation is feasible, because,
although the modelling languages t and CRL have different aims, there are some strong similarities. Most importantly, their input languages are both based on process
algebra, and they are both action-based.
In this paper we present a general translation from t
specifications to linear process equations [7], which are basically CRL specifications without parallelism and communication. The LPE format is important for the CRL
toolset, because it is used for the internal representation of
processes. The translation is inspired by the translation of
the turntable in [11]. Note that we have to limit ourselves
to translating t instead of the complete hybrid , because
CRL cannot cope with continuous events. Furthermore,
this paper is an extended abstract, meaning that this paper only presents a selection of the most basic atomic actions and operators in t and therefore does not provide the
complete translation scheme. The complete scheme can be
found in the full version of this paper [31]. The verification
of a turntable system in [11] illustrates how our translation
scheme can be used to combine performance and functional
analysis on a real-life case study.
This paper is set up as follows. The next two sections
provide a short introduction to t and CRL: The basics
of the languages are listed and a brief explanation is given.
Section 4 provides a way to translate t processes to linear
process equations. Finally section 5 provides an example of
translating a t model to a CRL model. A larger example
can be found in [11].
As future work, we plan to first manually apply the translation to larger examples, to gain further confidence in its
applicability and improve it where necessary. Then we
could work out a correctness proof of the transformation,
to guarantee that it preserves a large class of interesting

properties. We also intend to implement the translation and
use it to automatically translate t specifications of real-life
systems to CRL. We could then apply the verification environments of t (simulation) and CRL (model checking
and theorem proving) to such examples, thus obtaining the
desired combination of performance and functional analysis.










2 The language



t



The
language was designed as a hybrid modelling
and simulation language. Since we are interested only in
discrete-event models and verification, we present here just
a part of the language, disregarding features that are used for
simulation and to model hybrid behaviour. This (discreteevent) subset of the language is known as timed or t . For
a complete reference of , see [2]. t is described in [3].
























Data types. The t language is statically strongly typed.
Every variable has a type which defines the allowed operations on that variable. The basic data types are boolean,
natural, integer and real number. The language provides
a mechanism to build sets, lists, array tuples, record tuples, dictionaries, functions, and distributions (for stochastic models). Channels also have a type that indicates the
type of data that is communicated via the channel.
















Time model. Time in t is dense, i.e. timing is measured
on a continuous time scale. The weak time determinism
principle, or sometimes called the time factorisation property (time doesn’t make a choice), and urgent communication (a process can delay only if it cannot do anything else)
are implicit. Time additivity (if a process can delay first 
and then immediately following  time units, then it can
delay    time units from the start) is not present. Delaying is enforced by the delay process, but some atomic
processes can also implicitly delay.










Communication model. Communication in t is synchronous, meaning that a send and a receive action on the
same channel cannot happen individually but only together,
as one communication action.








Atomic processes. The atomic processes of t are process
constructors and they cannot be split into smaller processes.
Now we will present the atomic processes. Due to space
limitations we restrict send and receive actions to one value.
In reality they can also work with no values or multiple values at the same time, but in practice it is less common. A
translation of these more general send and receive processes
can be found in the full version of this article [31].
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1. The multi-assignment process (  ). It assigns
the values (must be defined) of expressions     to
the variables   , respectively. It does not have
the possibility to delay.

order. If one of the processes can execute a send action
and the other one can execute a receive action on the
same channel then %53 36- executes the communication
action on this channel.

2. The 
process. It performs the internal action  and
cannot delay.

6. The scope operator ( 3 /73 083 ). A process 3 /:9;3 %<03 behaves
as % in a local state 9 . The state 9 is used to define local
variables and channels visible only to the process % . It
is recursively defined as the empty state or as =>@?A9 B
where 9 B is a state and =>@? is a variable declaration
(C AD%6/ FE6G?H0 ) or a channel declaration ( IJAD%
for receiving, KL ADM%J for sending, and NO AD%J for
both).



3. The send process (  ). It sends the value of the expression  via channel  . The value of  must be defined and of the right type. It is able to delay arbitrarily
long.
4. The receive process (  ). It receives a value via the
channel  and assigns it to the variable which must
be of the right type. It is also able to delay arbitrarily
long.

7. The encapsulation operator ( PLQ ). A process P6Q (% ) disables all actions of % that occur in the set R . Typically
this operator is used to enforce that send and receive
actions synchronise.

5. The delay process ( !  ). It delays a number of time
units equal to the value of the expression  . The value
of  must be a positive real number.

8. The urgent communication operator (S7T ). Send and
receive actions in a process SUT (% ) via channels from
set V can only delay when no communication with a
corresponding receive or send action on the same channel is possible.

Operators. Atomic processes can be combined by means
of operators. We present a selection of them together with
their (informal) semantics. The rest is omitted from this extended abstract. Some operators are omitted due to space
limitations and the fact that those operators are less commonly used. Those can be found in the full version of this
article [31]. Besides that we do not consider operators that
are only used for the definition of the semantics of t , since
those never appear in specifications. Two exceptions to this
are the encapsulation operator and the urgent communication operator. These operators are implicitly used in t , but
should be considered explicitly when translating a specification to CRL.

Process definitions. The language t provides the possibility to define processes. We do not give a syntax definition
here but rather an example:


WYX[Z]\ ^U_` a.b]cd\ef fg@h7i1j kml'\_` anjo pqZ^Ulsr j



The process t has two arguments, a channel > that can
transport natural numbers and a boolean variable # . It has
only one local variable, . The process can now be instanWYXvuwb x<yzh
tiated at the initialisation line as for example
(using channel { and natural number D , both declared at
the initialisation line).





1. The guard operator ( " ). For action behaviour, a process #$"&% behaves as % if the value of the boolean expression (guard) # is true. For delay behaviour, #'"(%
can delay according to % as long as the boolean expression # evaluates to true. While # evaluates to false,
#)"*% can perform any delay.

3 The language | CRL
Basically, CRL is based on the process algebra
ACP [4], extended with equational abstract data types [27].
In order to intertwine processes with data, actions and recursion variables can be parametrised with data types. Moreover, a conditional construct (if-then-else) can be used to
have data elements influence the course of a process, and
alternative quantification (also called choice quantification)
is added to sum over possibly infinite data domains.
The language comes with a toolset [8] that can build a
state space from a specification and store it in the .aut
format, one of the input formats of the model checker
CADP [15]. Next to that, in order to strive for precision in
proofs, an important research area is to use theorem provers
such as PVS [30] to help in finding and checking derivations
in CRL. A large number of distributed systems have been


2. The sequential composition operator ( + ). A process
%,+.- behaves as % followed by - .
3. The alternative composition operator ( / 0 ). A process
%1/ 0- represents a non-deterministic choice between %
and - if they can proceed.
4. The repetition operator ( 2 ). A process 2 % behaves as %
infinitely many times.
5. The parallel composition operator ( 3 3 ). A process %43 3 executes % and - concurrently in an interleaved fashion, i.e. the actions of % and - are executed in arbitrary
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other one can execute  then and  can communicate
( 3 3  executes the communication action).

verified in CRL, often with the help of a proof checker or
theorem prover [16, 21].
We will give a short overview of the language necessary for understanding this paper. For a complete reference,
see [17].


6. The encapsulation operator ( P H ). A process P H ( ) disables all actions of that occur in the set )+*-,. .
Typically this operator is used to enforce that certain
actions synchronise.

Data types. Initially there are no data types known in a
CRL specification. Therefore each specification should
start by defining the necessary data types and the functions
that work on them. In fact, it is mandatory to define the
boolean type in each specification, since the conditional
construct works with boolean expressions. One can virtually define any data type. In an example at the end of this
paper we use a data type for the natural numbers.


Process definitions. The heart of a CRL specification
is the / # section, where the behaviour of the system is
declared. This section consists of recursion equations of the
following form, for 02143 :


/ 

 (5.)#67

(578w#698 ) 

Here  is the process name, the 5.: are variables, not clashing with the name of a function symbol of arity zero nor
with a parameterless process or action name, and the 6 : are
data type names, expressing that the data parameters 5;: are
of type 67: . Moreover,  is a process term possibly containing occurrences of expressions < (;
=?> ), where <
is a process name and the : are data terms that may contain occurrences of the variables 5;: @58 . In this rule,
 (5 A58 ) is declared to have the same (potential) behaviour as the process expression  [17].
The initial state of the specification is declared in a separate initial declaration B90CB section, which is of the form

Actions. In CRL one can declare actions in the  section of a specification. These actions may have zero, one or
several data parameters. One can also allow processes  and


to communicate in the parallel process 3 3 . To do this
it is possible to define which actions are able to synchronise
with each other in the 
section of a specification.
Finally the process deadlock ( ), which cannot terminate
successfully, and the internal action  are predefined.


Operators. There are eight operators in CRL. We omit
the renaming operator and the abstraction operator since we
do not use them in this paper. We present the other six with
an informal semantics.


B90CB 

 (.

(78 )

Here .M 8 represent the initial values of the parameters 5.
=58 . In CRL specifications the BD0CB  section is
used to instantiate the data parameters of a process declaration, meaning that the .: are data terms that do not contain
variables. The B90EB  section may be omitted, in which case
the initial behaviour of the system is left unspecified.

1. The alternative composition operator (+). A process
+ proceeds (non-deterministically) as or  (if they
can proceed).



2. The sum operator (   ( )), with  ( ) a mapping from the data type  to processes, behaves as
 ( )+ (  )+ , i.e., as the possibly infinite choice
between  ( ) for any data term  taken from  . This
operator is used to describe a process that is reading
some input over a data type [28].

The time model. Delaying for a certain amount of time is
impossible in CRL at first glance. This is because CRL
does not work with time. A later extension of CRL to
timed CRL [20] introduced the notion of time. However, at present creating a timed CRL specification is not
very practical since the CRL toolset can only parse timed
CRL code and cannot generate a state space from it.
There is another way however to simulate some notion
of discrete time. In this paper we use a method based on
the one from [9]. In short it works like this: first we define
two actions: B7 F and B7F.G . The B$ F action represents
the end of a time slice and the beginning of a new one. In
order to share this notion of time all running processes need
to synchronise their B$ F actions. If at least one of these
processes is busy and therefore unable to perform a B7 F
the B7 F action will not take place. This synchronisation
aspect is essential if one wants to use global timing. Note








3. The sequential composition operator (.). A process
. proceeds as followed by  .





4. The process expression !  where and  are
processes, and  is a data term of data type "#$ % , behaves as if  is equal to & (true) and behaves as 
if  is equal to ' (false). This operator is called the
conditional operator.



5. The parallel composition operator ( 3 3 ). A process 3 3(
executes and  concurrently in an interleaved fashion, i.e. the actions of and  are executed in arbitrary
order. For all actions and  which can communicate
with each other: If one process can execute and the
4

4#: (or 4#: ’), thereby giving LPEs a more general form. The
data parameter 8: is typically used to let a read action range
over a data domain.
The extension to the definition from [7] is the usage of
9
. Using the original definition, process  would terminate after executing an action #: ’ after which it would be
impossible
to state anything about the end state. Here how9
ever (4#: ’(J:8 ::;<; should be read as “the process enters
state 4.: ’(<8 :; after which it successfully terminates” (the
process has reached an end state).
In general, when translating a t process to an LPE the
variables 9= in the scope operator of t should be translated
to parameters of the LPE (should become part of the data
parameter  $ ). Channels in t that a process works with
are mentioned as parameters in the t specification of that
process, but these should not be included in the LPE.
In both t and CRL one can use data types. We could
go into detail concerning how an element of a data type in
t can be translated to an element of a data type in CRL,
but we will not do so here. It suffices to say that this kind of
translation is rather trivial; for virtually any data type in t
one can define a corresponding abstract data type in CRL.

that, using this technique, we get discrete time in CRL,
since we represent a time period as a number of time units.
In most cases when using time in a model the modeller
would like to give normal actions priority over ;B7 F actions. In order to realise this has implicit urgent communication, but in CRL an operator for this does not exist. We
can however get similar results by using the B7 FG action
and post-processing the system after linearisation (more on
the latter in section 4.9).
The differences between B$ F.G and B7 F are:






• The action B7 F is used for translating delays, while
B$ F.G is used to make an action delayable (which
means adding a B7 F.G self-loop as an alternative to
this action);









• A B7 F action can synchronise with any number of
B$ F or B7 FG actions, but a ;B7 F.G action cannot synchronise with only B$ F.G actions (at least one B7 F
action is needed for going from one time unit to the
next).











Now, several delayable processes can delay together if there
is a B7 F action enabled in at least one process.



4.2

4 The translation scheme
4.1

Initialisation

The parallel composition operator and the encapsulation
operator are here placed in one section, since both of them
are used in a particular way within a CRL specification.
More specific, in the CRL toolset, these operators are only
allowed to be used in the initialisation line. What follows
are guidelines to translate these operators and which assumptions are made during the remainder of this chapter.
In general the initialisation line of a t specification
looks like this:
>

Linear process equations



In this paper we use a slightly extended version of the
linear process equation (LPE) definition as stated in [7]. An
LPE is a one-line process declaration that consists of atomic
actions, summations, sequential compositions and conditionals. In particular, an LPE does not contain any parallel
operators, encapsulations or hidings. In essence an LPE is a
vector of data parameters together with a list of summands
consisting of a condition, action and effect triple, describing when an action may happen and what its effect is on
the vector. This format resembles I/O automata [29], extended finite state machines [25], Unity processes [13] and
STGA [26]. An LPE is of the following form:
(

\ ) i
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b
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))  ( ’(

b
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AD 

))  ’(

[Os A DPO6



 O  RQ is an abbreviation for  
O    RQ O  RQ . This declares disO of types AD   ADPO , respectively,
M#Q that communicate information of
, respectively. Furthermore % S; [% S;

crete variables 
and channels  
types      RQ
are processes.
In this extended abstract we will not discuss how to
translate the variables that are declared at the initialisation
line; they are global variables and cannot be translated in
a straightforward fashion. These variables are discussed in
more detail in the full version of this article [31].
However, each channel which is declared at the initialisation line should be translated to a send action, a corresponding receive action, and a corresponding communication action, defined in the  section of the CRL specification.
Then a rule should be added to the  $ section, allowing
the send action and the receive action to communicate.
The usage of the parallel composition operator at initialisation can be translated in a straightforward fashion. In the

+

b

j j JBMmXHh N

Here O  ADPO66RQ




EL



) 

where ! , ! ’ are finite index sets,  , ;: , .: ’, #" and $" ’
are data types, : @ : ’ %'&)(+*-,/.0 , :w $" , : ’ $" ’ ,
1
1
: 32.:$" $" , : ’  )2.: ’ " $" ’ , 4#:s)2:,"  ,
4#: ’ A52: ’ "  , 6: A52.: " "#  % and 6;: ’ A52.: ’ "
"#$% .
Here the different states of the process are represented by
the data parameter ;9 . Type  may be a Cartesian product
of 7 data types. Besides that the data parameter 8#: (either
of type .: or : ’) can influence the parameter of action #:
(or : ’), the condition 6;: (or 6;: ’) and the resulting state
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initialisation line we see the parallel composition operator
being used to specify which processes make up the system
(in other words, which processes run in parallel from the
start). The initialisation line of a CRL specification looks
 
like this:
jj
jj

the initial situation one encapsulates the send and receive
actions in order to force communication between the two.
Taking into account that a send process    should
be delayable,
this has to be translated to  (   ) 
9
66 ( 8 ) ( ) + B7 F.GU  ( ) with 6 6 being the action of
sending something over the channel h.



( ()

EL

 ())

Here we can see that the parallel composition operator is
used in the same way.
In t the parallel composition operator can also be used
inside processes. In such a case the result is really a process consisting of subprocesses running in parallel. Since
this usage of the parallel composition operator is not allowed in CRL, we want to avoid these constructions in t .
Soon, however, there will be a new CRL lineariser available, which does allow nested parallelism. Then this will no
longer be a restriction.
The encapsulation operator of t ( P6Q ) is implicitly used
at initialisation. It can be translated by using the encapsulation operator of CRL ( P H ), making the set ) equal to the
set R .
For the remainder of this chapter we assume that a t
specification ready for translation has the previously displayed initialisation line with processes %  S;  % S; not
containing the parallel composition operator, the encapsulation operator and the urgent communication operator (more
on the latter in section 4.9).




The receive process. As mentioned in the previous paragraph CRL does not work with channels, but one can define send and receive actions and force them to communicate. Receive actions traditionally begin with the letter / ,
which would mean in this case that the receive action would
be defined as / 6 .
The process   translates to








(

\ ) i


 



 ( )
(C ( )  (  [ / ])) +



with &"! being the type of both 5 and ! .



4.3

The delay process. The translation of the delay process
!  is highly dependent on the time model used in CRL.
Therefore the reader should be aware of this time model as
described in the time model paragraph of section 3. Note
that while t uses continuous time, this time model only
considers discrete time. Therefore, only the “discrete time
part” of t can be translated.
If we restrict the possible values of  in !  to the natural
numbers then we can translate the delay to the following
LPE, where  and $# are both translations of  :


Atomic processes



The multi-assignment process. In CRL assignments
take place by using recursion or calling a new process
in which the new value of the changed variable is given
as a parameter. Therefore,
process x  :=e can be trans9

N
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 /   / ]), in which
lated
to
(
)
.
(
[
9


(= [ / M M  / ]) means that you end up in a state


where 8# M8?8 have been substituted for 5
58 respectively, while the other variables in the state remain unchanged.
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We cannot set the initial value of  and .# in process  . We
have to do that in the initialisation line. We introduce a set
/
, which contains all initial values of process parameters.
When writing the initialisation line, we obtain the parameter values from this set. For now we set the initial value of
/
both  and "# in to the value of  . Counter $# is used to
be able to reset counter  to its initial value. It is important
that this is done after executing process  to allow the possibility to repeat execution of  by means of the repetition
operator (see section 4.7). Finally note that both  and 0#
are underlined in the parameter list. This has been done to
indicate that these parameters are specially marked. For the
use of this see section 4.7.



performs the internal
The skip process. The process 
action  . This can be translated into an LPE by using9 the 
action. The translation then becomes  (<D )   . ( ).
The send process. In CRL channels are not available as
a type, like they are in t . Instead one can define actions
and synchronise these with each other. Traditionally, sending a command like e.g. test can be done by using an action
6 #8.6  (the 6 stands for send). This command can be received by another process with the action / R8#6  , where the
/ means receive. The actions 6 #8#6  and / #8.6  must be
defined in the specification, together with a communication
rule, saying that a send over the test ’channel’ together with
a receive over this ’channel’ leads to a communication (an
action called #8.6  ). It is important that when describing




4.4

Guard operator

When discussing the translation of
t operators in the

upcoming sections, two LPEs  and will be used. These


6

processes have the following form:
(

\ ) i
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’( i ’(
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b
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))   ( i ’(

b
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changed. This is very important when 01 3 , since
this means that the value of the boolean expression 
remains important in the next time unit.


) 

+

3. In the third line 0 is reset to 3 . Why this is done can be
read in section 4.7 on the repetition operator.

))
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 ( ( ’ b  ))   (
j

 

 

))  ( (



’

’

b

( (





j(

b
 ’  )) 

j(

b
 ’  ) 

4. In the fourth line it is expressed that if  does not hold
and no ’normal’ action has been executed yet (0  3 )
this process can delay one time unit without changing
the current state.

+

 ’( ’( ’ b  ))   ( ’( ’ b  ))
j
j

 ’

C

j ’(

b
 ’  ) 

5. In all lines the guard has been expanded with equations
concerning 0 and  to express that one may only start
executing ’normal’ actions if  holds.

We avoid name clashes of variables in  and  ’ when it is
necessary to combine the two LPEs.
In the upcoming sections we use a function
:
"
CRL which gets a t process as input and returns
an LPE as output. This function provides a translation by
induction on the structure of a t process.




4.5

Sequential composition operator



Assume we have the t process %]+Y- with the LPE  =
(% ) and the LPE = (- ). Now we define (%,+)- ) as
follows:





(

Consider a process #K" % with b being a boolean expression. Say LPE  = (% ) and  is a translation of the
guard # . Finally we say that the finite index set ! ! 8H,)! ,
with !98 !  , !98 being a set of indexes of all actions
in  which are not B7 F or ;B7 F.G actions (i.e. ’normal’
actions) and !  being a set of indexes of all actions in 
which are either B7 F or B7 FG actions. For ! ’ we do not
have to do a similar thing since ! ’ will always be empty.
A process never terminates after executing a B7 F or B7F.G
action; after a B$ F action there is always eventually a
normal action (see the translation of the delay process) and
B7F.G actions only occur in self-loops.
% ) is defined as follows:
Now  ( #)"*
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A counter 0 has been introduced to regulate the order of execution. Initially this counter has value 3 , thereby enabling
the execution of the actions originally from the LPE  . At
those points where  terminates successfully, 0 is set to  ,
disabling the execution of actions from  and enabling the

execution of actions from .
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4.6

Alternative composition operator

In this section we give a translation of the



t

process

Basically the following things have been done to combine the boolean expression  and the LPE  :

% / 0 - , which chooses non-deterministically between the processes % and - . At first glance providing a translation for

1. A counter 0 has been introduced. It has type  but
in practise 0/% .3UB0 . This counter is initially 0 (we
/
set this in the set ) and is used here to regulate that
only initially the value of  is important.

this does not seem to be more difficult than providing one
for the sequential composition. This, however, turns out to
be untrue, due to the time mechanism of t ; if both alternatives % and - can delay, then they delay together. If only one
alternative can delay and furthermore no actions can be executed at all then there is a deadlock. Finally, time does not
make a choice, meaning that if the process delays before a


2. Notice the difference between the first and the second
line: Instead of being set to  the counter 0 is un7

3. In the second line we find all occurrences of B7 F and
B7F.G in LPE  . It is very important to note that the
usage of 0 in the guard (only considering 0  ) leads
to guards which are always false in cases where B7F
and B$ F.G actions are enabled in the beginning of executing  . This is because initially 0 does not equal  ,
but 3 and after that, when 0 does equal  , 6 (J:8 : )
does not hold. This results in ;B7 F and B7F.G occurrences at the beginning of  (in terms of execution order) being effectively removed from process  .

choice for one of the alternatives has been made the process
still has to make this choice after that delay.
Say we have
 the t process % / 0- with the LPE  = (% )
and the LPE = (- ). Furthermore we say that the finite
index set !  !D8 , !  (similar to section 4.4). Finally we
say that ! ! , ! ( , with !    ! (w  , ! being a
set of indexes of all occurrences of the B7F action in  and
! ( being a set of indexes of all occurrences
of the  B7F.G

action
in  .  In a similar way we define 
8 ,  and


 
 ,
= . Now we define (% / 0J- ) as follows:
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4. In the third line we find the ’normal’ actions as we did
in the first line, only after executing these actions 
originally terminates. As we see here,  terminates as
well.
5. In the fourth, fifth and sixth line we find situations similar to the first, second and third line respectively, only

now they concern actions from process .
6. In line seven we combine all occurrences of ;B7 F in
process  with all occurrences of B$ F.G in process

. Together these form B7 F occurrences in  , where
the new state is defined by using the two functions 4
and 4  and the guard is the conjunction of the guards
of the occurrences being combined together with the
expression 0I 3 . This last expression 0  3 effectively makes all guards equal to ' , except in those cases
where both the ;B7 F and the B7F.G occurrence are

at the beginning (execution-wise) of  and , respectively. The reason for this is similar to the one given
for the second line.
7. In the same way as is done in the previous line, the
remaining lines combine B7 FG occurrences in  with


B7F occurrences in , B7F occurrences in  and

and ;B7 F.G occurrences in  and , respectively.
So, in line two and five the B7F and ;B7 F.G occurrences

from the beginning of  and are practically removed, only
to appear in a combined form in lines seven, eight and nine.
This reflects what happens in the t process % / 0d- , where
% and - delay together if they can both delay and no delay
will happen if one of them cannot.


Basically the following things have been done to com
bine the LPEs  and :

4.7

Repetition operator

When executing the t process 2 % , the process % gets executed in sequence infinitely often. This construction needs
to be translated using recursion.
Say we have a t process 2 % where the LPE  = (% ).
Now we define ( 2 % ) as follows:

1. A counter 0 has been introduced. It has type  but
in practise 0 % .U
3 :G$0 .



2. In the first line we find the ’normal’ actions that originally are not at the end of process  ( does not terminate after performing one of these actions). Since 0 initially equals 3 , some of these actions can be performed
in the beginning of executing  (where 6 ( 8 : )
holds).
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In the LPE the check-mark ( ) has been replaced by  , resulting in executing  from the beginning again every time
 has executed the final action in the LPE. When repeating
the execution the LPE automatically begins with the first
action, which is assured by the translation of (in all translations of the operators, counters get their initial value back
at termination). However, note that the new state, when the
process starts repeating, is underlined. This is done to indicate that all marked parameters  in  (see section 4.3) are
assigned the values of their accompanying parameters 0# .
The reason for this is that should process  contain an alternative composition, it is not always the case that all timers
are reset to their initial values upon termination.

4.8

5 An example: the system PQ
Concluding we look at an example t specification in order to illustrate how translation works on a concrete case
study. For a bigger example and a demonstration how to
verify properties of a CRL model, look at [11]. The example we use here is a system consisting of the processes P
and Q. The t specification of the system is the following:
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Scope operator

The process algebra CRL does not have a scope operator, but the functionality of this can be found implicitly
in the algebra. Note that in t the state s is used to define local programming variables or local channels. So in
a way, a state is a tuple consisting of variables and channels. In CRL the programming variables of a process can
be found in its parameter  (initial values can be found in
the initialisation line) while the channels are defined as send
and receive actions globally. In other words, 9 is captured in
CRL by recursion parameters and global action and communication definitions. Therefore, there is no direct translation of the scope operator needed. As the t local channels
are translated to CRL global actions, some extra work is
needed to make these actions seem local. More on this in
the full article [31].

Next we translate these two processes to LPEs. After that
we would linearise that using the CRL toolset and then
introduce urgent communication. We do not do that here
however, due to space limitations. This is done in the full
version of this article [31]. Here, the example is only used to
show how a t system can be translated process by process.











We start by noting that the only data types used are the
ones for the natural numbers and the booleans. For CRL
this means we will use the data types  and "#  % . Since
these are standard we do not display their definitions here.




Now we detect the channels used and define appropriate
actions for them in CRL. In the t specification we see the
channel a. For this we define the actions 6? , / and  , all
three having a boolean value as parameter. Here 6 stands
for sending a value, / is used for receiving a value and 
represents the communication between the two. We define
that 6? can communicate with / , forming action  .
Concerning process P, we know how to translate the individual actions. Using a single counter, for readability purposes, we can place the actions in the right structure (following the translation scheme we would end up with a list
of counters, but here we use only one counter, which can
range over the set of natural numbers). Furthermore we see
two guards placed in an alternative composition. Finally
this construction is subject to the repetition operator. Translating all this (and simplifying it by removing those actions
which will never be executed due to their guards never being true) we get:





4.9



Urgent communication operator

In CRL there is no urgent communication operator. We
can however still get similar results using CRL, which will
be explained next.
In order to translate the urgent communication operator
we first need to linearise the translation. This means that
translating urgent communication can only be done once all
other translations are ready. This reflects nicely the fact that
in t , urgent communication is added to a system once it is
completed.
Say we have a t process SUT (% ) where the LPE  = (% )
and V contains all channels used by % . Now we define
(SLT (% )) as follows:
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Finally we translate process Q. This is a very small process
which is translated
to
the following
LPE:
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The
initialisation
line makes the translation
complete:
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Here, 3R.DB7 F.G#0 3 is a special operator which functions as
the normal parallel composition operator, but also forces a
correct usage of time progression (;B7 F and B7 F.G actions
have to synchronise with each other). Notice that we encapsulate ;B7 F.G eventually, which results in the fact that the
synchronisation of a number of B7F.G actions (without any
B7F action) will not lead to an action in the system.
Now that this translation is finished, we could linearise
and post-process it to introduce urgent communication.
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